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ABSTRACT 
It is proved that a lower bound for the discrepancy DT(w) of a continuous function u(t) 
module 1 is given by &s(T)) infinitely often, where Q(X) is integrable on [0, 0~). This bound is best 
possible in the one dimensional case. Furthermore a generalization to compact, metric spaces is 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In his famous paper [8], H. Weyl, the creator of the theory of uniformly 
distributed sequences module 1, also introduced uniformly distributed func- 
tions. A continuous function o : [0, oo)+F? is said to be (C-)uniformly distri- 
buted modulo 1 (for short u.d.) if 
(1.1) lim f [ c,(o(t))dt= V(J) 
T-rm 
holds for all L-dimensional intervals JC [0, l)L. Here c, denotes the charac- 
teristic function of J extended to lRL with period 1 and V(J) the volume of J. 
Since the limit in (1.1) is uniform in the intervals JC [0, l)L, a function o(t) is 
u.d. if and only if the (C-)discrepancy (introduced by E. Hlawka [2]): 
(1.2) D&o)= sup 
JE[o,l)L 
$ [ c.r(MOW - VJ) 
tends to zero if T tends to infinity. 
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There is a significant difference between the one-dimensional and the multi- 
dimensional case. The discrepancy L+(W) of a one-dimensional function o(t) 
can be zero at isolated points T. For example, the discrepancy of w(t) = t is zero 
at every positive integer. It is also possible to find a continuous function o(t) 
with a given arc length s(T) = Jid Iw(t)l =so> 1 such that &(o) = 0. An 
explicit construction shows that there always exists a continuous function 
o(t) with &(cu)<cp(T) (Tz To) for an arbitrary given monotonic function 
a, : [0, oo)*(O, 03) (see [6]). R.J. Taschner [7] was the first to show that there are 
constants cL only depending on the dimension L > 1 such that 
1 
(1.3) Q-(d>CL - 
( ) 
L/(L - 1) 
s(T) 
(s(T) > 80) 
holds for any continuous function o : [0, T] + iRL (L > 1) with finite arc length 
s(T). A simpler proof is given in [l]. In the two-dimensional case this bound 
is optimal in the following sense. For every given arc length so> 1 there is a 
continuous function cu : [0, T] + iR* with s(T) = so such that 
D&o) < A- 
s(T)’ * 
This is a simple consequence of the fact that for every positive integer N there 
is a continuous function o : [0, T]+ [R2 with arc length s(T) =@ and dis- 
crepancy Q-(O) = l/N2 = 2/~(7’)~. The case N= 6 is illustrated in figure 1. 
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Figure 1 
In the higher dimensional case (L > 2) similarly constructed functions do not 
reach Taschner’s bound (1.3). 
These facts are quite similar to those known for sequences. For every positive 
integer N there is a sequence (o,)~= i with &(a,) = l/N, e.g. o,, = n/N. On 
the other hand it is easily seen that D&U,) 2 l/N holds for any sequence 
(CD,),” 1. In the higher dimensional case K.F. Roth [4] showed 
N D&q,) > c;. logCL - 1)‘2N (L > 1). 
But for any sequence (o,)r=i there are infinitely many integers N with 
1 
h&42) >- - log N @,=I) 
4 log 66 N 
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(cf. [5] and [4]). The one-dimensional bound is best possible, since there are 
sequences with N DN(o,) = O(log N). 
The intention of this paper is to establish a similar result for continuous 
functions w : [0, oo)+ lRL with finite arc length s(T) for every T>O. For un- 
bounded arc length cf. the remark at the end of section 2. It is sufficient 
to consider only functions with lim,,, s(T)= 03 since functions with 
lim T+m s(T)< 03 are not u.d. 
THEOREM 1. Let v, : [0, m)-(0, a) be a monotonically decreasing function 
with 
and let o : [0, oo)+lRL be a continuous function with finite arc length s(T) for 
every T>O and lim,,- s(T) = cu. Then, for every T’>O there exists a T> T’ 
with 
In the one-dimensional case the assumption (1.4) is necessary. If 
$ yl(W= 00, 
there exists a continuous function o : [0, =)--+ IR with finite arc length s(T) for 
every T>O and lim,m s(T) = 00, such that &(o) I &s(r)) for every T> T 
for some T’>O. Such a function can be explicitely constructed. Define a 
sequence (T,),“= r by Tl = 0 and 
T,,= exp (+ J Cp(t)dt) for n> 1. 
0 
Then the continuous function o(t) = n - I+ (T, + 1 - T,) - ‘(t - T,,) (for 
T,lt<T,+, and n 11) satisfies s(T,,) = n - 1, Dr,(w) = 0, and 
DT(QJ) = 
CT- TAD,- T@T,,) 
5 
T,, 1 - T,, 
T T, = 
= exp (3 j yl(t)dt) - 1 I exp 
n 
5 v(n) = ds(T, + 1 1) 5 v(s( TN 
for T,,I TI T,,+, and T,> T’, where T’ is chosen such that exp (&s(T’))/2) - 
- 1 I q(s(T)); or, denotes the shifted function UT,(t) = o(T,, + t). 
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For example, for every integer k> 0, for every E > 0, and for every T’> 0 
there exists a T> T’ with 
1 
&W > 
s(T) log s(T) log* ~(7’+log:+~ s(T)’ 
logk x denotes the k times iterated logarithm. This bound is best possible in the 
sense that E cannot be taken equal to zero. 
In the higher dimensional case I do not know if (1.4) is necessary or not. 
I only know special continuous functions wL : [0, oo)+ lRL with 
1 
&(~2) 5 c2 s(T) 
and 
&bL) 5 CL 
lot3 L-1 s(T) 
s(T) 65>2) 
for sufficiently large T. I conjecture that a lower bound in the sense of this 
Theorem is given by s(T)-’ logLe2-’ s(T). 
2.PROOFOFTHETHEOREM 
The essential part of the proof is the following observation. 
LEMMA. Let (a,,),“=, and (b,),“=, be monotonically increasing sequences of 
positive real numbers such that lim,,,, a,, = 00 while the series Cnrl b, ’ con- 
verges. Then, for every integer NO there exists an integer n > NO with 
%+1 -a, 1 
an+1 ‘2 n 
PROOF. We proceed indirectly. Assume that there is an integer No such that 
(an+1 - a,)/a, + i I b; ’ holds for every integer n > No. It is no loss of generality 
to assume moreover that bNO> 2. Thus (a, + r - ~,)/a, + r 5 l/2 yields 
log a,+,-log an= -log 5 = -log l- an+l-an 
an+1 ( a ?I+1 > 
an+l-an 2 52 I-. 
an+1 bn 
But this contradicts the assumption lim,,, a,,=limn+, log a,, = 00, since the 
series Cnrhro b;’ converges. This proves the Lemma. 
Let w : [0, a)* iRL be a continuous function with lim,, s(T) = 00. Now a 
sequence (T,J,“= r with Em,,, T,, = 00 can be defined by s(T,,) = n/2. Hence the 
Lemma implies that for every T’>O there exists a T,> T’ with 
(2.1) T”;r-T58y, 5 . 
n+l 0 
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If Drn(~)>v)(s(T,))= @z/2) there is nothing to prove. Assuming the oppo- 
site, (2.1) yields 
since s(T,+~) -s(T,,) = l/2 implies DrE+,- r,(or,)? l/4. 
REMARK 1. This method can also be applied in the case where s(T) = m for 
some T. Suppose that w : [0, oo)+lR’ is u.d. Then define a sequence (T,),“=, 
inductively by To = 0 and T,,, 1 =inf {T>T,: lo(T)-w(T,Jj=+}. This se- 
quence exists, since o(t) is u.d. Furthermore limn+, T,,= 03, since o(t) is 
continuous. Now define a function u : [0, oo)+[O, co) by v(T) = (n/2)+ 
+m%#,, Ice(t)-to( for T,I TI T,,+,. Then the proof shows that the 
theorem is also valid, if o(T) is used instead of s(7). 
3. GENERALIZATIONS 
There are at least two directions to generalize Theorem 1. First one can 
consider a positive weighted mean p(t) > 0 with 
(3.1) P(T)= jp(t)dt+w 
0 
as T+oo. Then the discrepancy (with respect to p(t)): 
(3.2) D&I, co) = sup 
1 
- i PwcJ(ww - W) 
I P(T) o 
has the same property. If P-‘(T) is continuous this can be seen by considering 
the function I = o(P- l(t)), since 
More directly, one may repeat the proof of Theorem 1 using the sequence 
P( T,,) instead of T,,. (3.1) implies that P(T,) tends to infinity, too. 
On the other hand one can generalize the space IR” modulo 1 to arcwise 
connected, compact, metric spaces (X, d). Instead of the Lebesgue measure we 
take an arbitrary positive, normalized Bore1 measure ,u on X. Then a con- 
tinuous function o : [0,00)+X is said to be u.d. (with respect to the positive 
weighted mean p(t)) if 
1 
(3.4) lim - hkJ(w(r))dt =pu(J) 
r-m P(T) o 
for all p-continuity sets, i.e. p(bJ) =0 (see [3]). It can be shown that u.d. 
functions always exist in such spaces. But from a topological point of view there 
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are only few u.d. functions. They constitute a meager set in the space of all 
continuous functions cu : [0, oo)+X with respect to uniform or compact con- 
vergence (see [l]). We will call a system $3 of p-continuity sets J a discrepancy 
system if o(t) is u.d. if and only if the discrepancy 
tends to 0 as T+ 00. 
We can give a sufficient condition for a discrepancy system ([l]). D is a 
discrepancy system if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Let D denote the linear space generated by the characteristic functions 
cJ(x) with JE 9. For every continuous function f: X+lR and for every 
positive E there are two functions gl, g2 E D with gl I f 1g2 and 
5, kz(x) - g1 w&4x) < E* 
(ii) For every E > 0 and for every JE 93 there is an open set V and a compact 
set KcX with 
Kc Jc V, 
M\ K)sF@), 
d(K, K\ J)?e or K=0, and 
d(J, X\ V)ZE or V=X, 
where the positive function F satisfies lim,,, F(t) = 0 and 
a(A, B) = inf { d(a, b) : CI E A, b E B} 
for nonvoid sets A, B c X. 
In order to generalize Theorem 1 we need an arc length s(T) of a continuous 
curve o(t), t E [0, T]. It can be defined by 
N-l 
(3.6) s(T) = SUP c 4~W, db+ 1)). 
O=lg<f,<“‘<fpg=T n=O 
It is easy to see that s(T) is continuous, too, if it is finite. We consider now 
a continuous function w(t) with finite arc length s(T) for every T>O and 
lim T-m ~(7’) = 00 and suppose that there are two measurable sets J,, J2 with 
p(J1) .p(J2) >O and d(J1, J2) = q >O. Then a sequence (T,),“=, with 
lim,,- T,, = M can be defined by s(T,) = nr,V2. Analogous arguments as in 
the preceding section imply that for every function p(x) with (1.4) and for every 
T’>O there is an n with T,,> T’ such that 
1 T” 
:?f P(Tn) o 
- s p(t)c~~(w(t))dt-~u(Ji) > MT,)). 
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Therefore one of the sets J,, J2 satisfies the inequality 
for infinitely many n. It is not difficult to see that there exist two p-continuity 
sets J1, J2 with ,u(JI)-p(J2)>0 and d(J1, J2)>0 if p is not concentrated at one 
point. First an indirect argument shows that there is a point x1 EX with 
,@(x,, r)) > 0 for every r > 0. B(x, r) denotes the open ball {y E X : d(x, y) < r} . 
Note that for a fixed x at most countably many balls B(x, r) are no p-continuity 
sets. Now another indirect argument proves that there is an r>O and a ball 
J2 = B(x~, r2) with B(x,, r) n B(r,, x2) = 0, ~(bB(x~, r2)) = 0, and p(B(x2, r2)) > 0. 
Choose 0~ ri < r/2 such that p(oB(xi, r,)) = 0 and set J, = B(x,, rl). Then both 
conditions are satisfied. This gives 
THEOREM 2. Let (X, d) be an arcwise connected, compact, metric space, ,u a 
positive, normalized Bore1 measure on X which is not concentrated at one 
point, p(t) a positive weighted mean with lim,, P(T) = 00, and o : [0,00)+X 
a continuous function with finite arc length s(T) for every T>O and 
lim T-tm s(T) = 00. Then there is a p-continuity set J such that for every mono- 
tonic function v, : [0, m)+(O, 00) with 
and for every T’>O there is a T> T’ with 
(3.7) &) a p(Ocd4OW -p(J) 1 > ds(T)). 
COROLLARY. If 9 is a discrepancy system which contains two sets J1, J2 with 
p(JI)-p(J2)>0 and d(J1, Jz)>O then under the assumptions of Theorem 2 for 
every T’>O there is a T> T’ with 
(3.8) DT(P, %r,~)>fPO(s(T)). 
REMARK 2. Theorem 2 is not only optimal in the sense that there is a space 
X such that (3.7) is false for a monotonic function p(x) not satisfying (1.4). 
If ,u is concentrated at one point it is easy to construct a u.d. function co(t) 
(for example in compact Riemannian manifolds) such that the discrepancy 
D&I, 9, o) tends to 0 arbitrarily fast considered as a function in s(T). 
REMARK 3. It should be noted that all usual discrepancy systems satisfy the 
assumptions of Theorem 2. Therefore (3.8) is true for the discrepancy with 
respect to balls instead of intervals, for the discrepancy with respect to caps on 
the surface of convex, compact bodies, or for the discrepancy with respect to 
caps or balls inside a convex, compact body. 
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